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About This Content

Take a bullet-laden trip through musical history! Get the crowd off its feet with the power of polka, set those hepcats a-swinging
with big band, indulge your refined side with some classical, and then start the moshpit with some heavy metal.
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nice... best game ever.. 10\/10. Was really looking forward to a rugby manager game but this fails on every level very
dissapointing played once couldn't bring myself to play it again utter waste of money, just about every aspect of the game is
poor I've got games on my phone that have more options and settings to influence a game than what this has. don't waste your
time or money.. This was the game that got me started with Nancy Drew a long time ago. This game will always have a special
place in my heart that much is for sure. I love the graphics and the story line is enjoyable and the puzzles not too difficult. A
great game for anyone to enjoy.. (Skip to end of review for tl;dr)

Surprised there aren't really serious reviews for this. Allow me to help!

I got this for free as a pre-order bonus, so bite me for having faith in this game.

I'd like to to review the main soundtrack first, and I'd like to say aside from a few generic tracks, there is plenty of great tunes
for you to enjoy. The final boss music (wink wink) Clash of Fates sounds incredible, definitely something that would play in
your mind as you're fighting to the death against a 60m long dragon. Griffin's Bane has a majestic feel to it (When they arnen't
flying away after taking a cheap shot at you :P), One Eyed Beast has a towering feel to it, Danger at Dawn is especially fitting
for a first Hydra fight, Lure of the Abyss has a dangerous RUN \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 RUN feel to it, and the main
theme Eternal Return is simply amazing,

Now, onto the Bitterblack Isle tracks! Personally, I kinda feel some tracks try a bit too hard to brooding and depressing, and
tries really hard to be a Souls soundtrack. It can sound boring, honestly. And may put you to sleep. I'll admit though, Barroch's
debut theme has a wonderous feeling to it, as you've met someone very interesting. And Arisen's Refuge fits nicely, as it has a
safe, but still dangerous feeling to it. Hope you don't have severe arachnophobia xD

The battle music is kinda mixed for me. They do nail down the feeling of Bitterblack Isle in some tracks though: Danger. The
Drake remix is definitely much more threatening sounding, I actually prefer it over the vanilla version. The gorecyclops theme
easily fits the character itself, and has a feeling of "Why did I do this". The encounter mixes sound very danger-worthy as well,
and fit the mood of staying on your guard against a foe that can kill in one or two hits. Ditto if it you happen to carry an item
that summons more enemies in the arena areas.

Now there are some themes that don't feel as grand as the main game bosses. I can't really connect with the Gazer theme. I
personally feel Lure of the Abyss would fit better. If someone could mod that in that'd be great :D The Puppet and Master does
have an epic feeling to it, but IMO sounds a little generic compared to Griffin's Bane. Kind of like a track for an average
summer movie. Coils of Light can be a hit or miss for the final boss theme. You'll either love the mood of the song, or find it
absolutely boring. When you fight the final boss again (optional) a second time though... That's
when\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665gets real, and awesome.

Overall, is this soundtrack worth the 13 bucks? Well... Yes! The fact you get the files in a lossless FLAC format and neatly
packed 320kbps MP3 is great, and more digital music should be like this. Take notes Amazon and iTunes!

There is something to keep in mind though: Just like Dragon's Dogma, there are multiple releases of the soundtrack. The reason
there isn't every track from the main game in this, is because this is the digital version of Dragon's Dogma: Dark Arisen Original
Soundtrack, released in Japan a few years ago. The Bitterblack Isle tracks are Disc 1, and the ones that have "~Dragon's Dogma
OST~" text next to em' are DIsc 2.

If you want some more tracks of the main game, there are 2 ways: The US release and the original Japanese version. The US
version has some tracks absent from Disc 2 of Dark Arisen, but is still incomplete. However, it is around the same price as the
Steam release. If you want to officially have all tracks from the main game and the best sound quality, you'll have to import the
original release from Japan. Is it super crazy expensive? Unless you buy it from eBay, no. It'll run you approximately 30 bucks
on Amazon newly sealed from a good seller. There's a whopping 86 tracks, however. So if you ask me, it's easily worth that
price. Only catch is it doesn't include that old theme from the 2012 original game release on the PS3\/Xbox 360, Into Free, due
to license reasons. Here's a link to it:

http:\/\/www.amazon.com\/Dragons-Dogma-Tadayoshi-
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Makino\/dp\/B007N6SDPS?ie=UTF8&psc=1&redirect=true&ref_=oh_aui_detailpage_o01_s00

tl;dr So overall I'd recommend you get this Steam release for the Bitterblack Isle tracks, select main game tracks, and FLAC
files :3 I recommend the Japanese import from the link above if you really love the game and would like to hear everything
from the game in the best quality possible and are a collector. Thanks for reading this, and take care! No matter what version of
the soundtrack you buy, remember...

"They're masterworks all, you can't go wrong."

(If you actually read the whole review, kudos to you for being a fellow music lover!). And just like that, a genre is born.. This
game is just a terrible fantasy of a poor otaku. Not recommended.. Alright, I just finished the game and it took me 18 hours to!
This game is 10000% WORTH THE MONEY AND THE HOURS YOU SPEND ON IT! It was done with a lot of love and a
lot of patience, and it took the dev 3 YEARS to make it! the game has an amazing intro you can only do by spending hours on
rpg maker 2003! The graphics are all well done and very beautiful, the characters are really well written, and the story is original
and touching, i was brought to tears twice, no lie! haha, and my little 4 years old sis always asks me if she could fight the
monsters whenever she sees me playing it XD
This is one unique RPG maker 2003 game, so if you like this kind of games, get this one!
And the developer of this game is also a very nice, helpful and supportive person and is very fun to talk with, support them by
purchasing this amazing game, because like I said before it's worth the price!
The soundtrack is also very calming and quiet, I like that about it too, and omg Sakeh is bae <3
I am very happy with my purchase.
I hope red skald makes another game, I will definitely purchase again!. This game is pretty cool once you get the hang of it and
know what you can do and what you can't..not hard to figure out. 9\/10. SiNKR revolves around navigating the square and
circular pieces to the designated positions using hooks as well as other mechanics. The puzzles are good, and the game's only
downside is that the menus are a little rough around the edges. The levels are well designed, first introducing the mechanics and
then presenting them in interesting combinations. In addition to the hook which can catch pieces and pull them in there are
arrows to redirect movement, rotating arrows, and teleporters (which can also be used to duplicate pieces). The range of
mechanics makes each level feel different. While they could all be solved by trial and error, a bit of planning initially can help a
ton. The game lacks the super polished feel of some minimalist games even though the options are intuitive and not missing
anything. The buttons are a little visually unappealing, but they get the job done. With an hour and a half of good puzzles, this is
certainly worth the price.

For more puzzle game and platformer recommendations, check out my Curator page

. This Visual Novel is mostly kinetic (as it says in the description) but places the gameplay in a series of \u201ccandy
crush\u201d style puzzles in between plot points to be solved. A nice concept that lets one \u201crest\u201d in between story
bits to play the puzzles, which are relevant to the story. I like the story, it\u2019s a lot of fun and isn\u2019t too predictable.
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Nausiating, and thats saying something because I play a LOT of vr games, and the controlls are wonky and weird and dont
always do what you want, as well as me just not being too satisfied at all with solving the puzzles...its not awfull but overall I
have no disire to pick this game up and start playing it again...so now its just going to sit in my lybrary and collect dust...

4\/10. i love this game it is perfect after a workout. The DLC content adds to the game, honestly it should have been paired with
it from the beginning. You swith caracters in this one so your friend saves you this time. It has a fun twist to it. Love the game
wish there were more content, but it's fun just to try to reach the achievements which I wouldn't do on a lot of games.. This
game does not work. Yes, it's cheap, $1.99, but it is actually worthless. As you move bridge sections, it does not decrement the
dollar amount. It freezes up when you are two sections short of the other side.. This was a great game. Better than the first one.
If you like the Layton series, you will definitely enjoy this one. The story was legitimately compelling, and even had a few
comical moments thrown in. While the puzzles aren't as hard to solve as in the Prof. Layton games, they are still enjoyable. This
is also a great buy if you are running a netbook or low-end pc. Do yourself a favor and pick it up!
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